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LEGAL NOTICE
This report was prepared by the U.S. DOE Midwest Clean Energy Application Center
located in the Energy Resources Center of the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC).
This work was performed under an agreement with the Office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy in the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and its contents are solely
the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the
DOE, UIC, officers, trustees, or staff of these organizations, nor any person acting on
their behalf:
1. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the
accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report,
or that the use of any apparatus, methods, or process disclosed in this report
may not infringe upon privately owned rights; or
2. Assumes any liability with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the
use of, any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the fall of 2010 the Midwest Clean Energy Application Center (CEAC) was asked by
the Iowa Environmental Council (IEC) and the Environmental Law and Policy Center
(ELPC) to undertake a study in order to determine the financial effects of standby rates
in Iowa on distributed generation, especially combined heat and power (CHP) systems.
Using the U.S. Environmental Protection Agencies’ framework for rate analysis the
CEAC evaluated the standby rates of all Iowa utilities to determine of the rates pose
significant financial barriers to CHP implementation. According to the EPA, customer
sited resources, and their respective standby rates, should avoid at least 90% of the
otherwise applicable rate costs in order to be financially viable. The CEAC found that no
utility in Iowa has an avoided rate greater than 81% and concludes that present standby
rates discourage cleaner and more efficient technologies from being deployed in the
state.
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BACKGROUND
In 2001, the U.S. Department of Energy established the first of its kind Combined Heat
and Power Regional Application Center (RAC) at the University of Illinois at Chicago. In
2003, seven other RACs were established to cover all 50 states. The goal of the RACs
is to disseminate technological knowledge, provide hands on project assistance and
create an educational infrastructure necessary to foster combined heat and power (CHP)
as a widespread energy option. In 2008, the RACs were renamed “Clean Energy
Application Centers” expanding their technology focus to include district energy and
waste heat recovery. The US DOE Midwest Clean Energy Application Center (Midwest
CEAC) services the 12 Midwest states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.
Through partnerships with businesses, non-profits and other concerned stakeholders,
the Midwest CEAC creates coalitions to help implement CHP friendly policies. The
Midwest CEAC also works closely with state energy offices throughout the region in
order to lend their technical expertise. Currently, this center has been working closely
with the ELPC and the IEC to examine the barriers towards CHP created by Iowa tariff
structures.
During the past year Mid-American Energy chose not to include CHP technologies in
their energy efficiency portfolio standard (EEPS). Instead, Mid-American decided that a
tariff based approach to CHP would best suffice. While Interstate Power and Light (IPL)
originally did not include CHP in their EEPS, IPL has since revised their stance to
include CHP in their general energy efficiency incentive program. However, CHP
projects are still required to use IPL’s standard rates if they desire standby power.
Due to the provisions in their Settlement Agreements with the IEC and ELPC, MidAmerican and IPL agreed to examine their tariff structures for possible barriers to CHP
projects. Both investor owned utilities concluded that their tariffs posed no undue
burden toward CHP implementation.
IEC and ELPC invited the Midwest CEAC to review the two Iowa utilities’ CHP tariff
structures to verify whether or not possible tariff barriers do exist in Iowa.

COMBINED HEAT AND POWER
A Combined Heat and Power (CHP) system is a form of distributed generation (DG) that
generates at least a portion of the electricity requirements of a building, facility, and/or
campus while recycling the thermal energy that would typically be exhausted from the
electric generation process. This thermal energy can provide: space heating/cooling,
process heating/cooling, dehumidification and/or increased electrical generation. CHP
systems utilize commercially available state of the art technologies, and if properly sized
and installed can provide:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced Energy Costs
Improved Power Reliability
Improved Power Quality
Increased Energy Efficiency
Improved Environmental Quality
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CHP is all the more important when one examines the efficiency levels of large utility
electrical generators. On average, two-thirds of fuel used to generate electricity in the
U.S. is wasted by venting unused thermal energy into the atmosphere or dissipating it
through cooling systems. While there have been impressive energy efficiency gains in
other sectors of the economy since the oil price shocks of the 1970's, the average
efficiency of power generation within the U.S. has remained around 34% since 1960. 1
The average overall efficiency of generating electricity and heat by conventional systems
is around 45 percent. 2 Figure 1 shows a diagram of Traditional/Conventional System
delivering energy to a facility compared to a CHP system. By productively using the
otherwise wasted thermal energy, CHP systems significantly increase energy utilization
reaching efficiencies up to 80%. These generation systems are located in or near the
associated facilities in order to better access and distribute the thermal energy. By
utilizing electrical and thermal energy CHP systems save, on average, 40% on fuel
usage compared to conventional systems delivering electric and thermal energy
separately. 3

Figure 1: CHP Process Flow Diagram 4

Customer-sited CHP reduces the amount of electricity generated/and/or purchased by
the utility, potentially increasing the utility’s generation, transmission and distribution
system efficiency, particularly during peak periods when expensive marginal generation
is used. Such systems can increase a grid’s reliability and resiliency to disturbances and
emergency episodes.
1

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Combined Heat and Power: Effective Energy Solutions for a Sustainable
Future, by Anna Shipley et al, (Oak Ridge., 2008), 6.
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
4
Ibid.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRIC RATES
Full Requirements Rates
In order to understand how utility rates affect CHP implementation it is important to first
understand how these rates work. Though electric rates differ immensely between
utilities there exist three basic components general to all rates: a monthly (customer)
charge, an energy charge and a demand charge.
Customer Charge: This is a fixed charge that covers the costs of administration which
includes the cost of billing, metering, and customer service. In essence this is an access
fee to the grid.
Energy Charge: This is a charge for the consumption of electricity (priced per kilowatt
hour or kWh). Depending on the utility and the specific rate class the price of kWhs can
differ between on, off and sometimes shoulder peak periods and between seasons.
Demand Charges: This is a charge for the level of demand a facility places on the grid
(priced per kilowatt or kW). This charge is based on a peak demand interval of between
15 and 30 minutes during a given period, usually one month. Some utilities employ a
demand ratchet that lock, for billing purposes, a facility’s highest demand (or a
percentage thereof) for a set period of several months to an entire year.
Customers that take their full electrical load from the utility are known as full
requirements customers and are on rate schedules that largely resemble the rate
structure discussed above. However, for customers with on-site generation a different
rate structure is needed, one that recognizes the logistics of distributed generation.
While DG systems can remove significant loads from the grid they must occasionally go
offline for either scheduled or unscheduled outages. When this occurs the entire load of
the facility is placed on the grid and must be served by the utility. Well timed outages
(i.e. planned) rarely burden the utility as they occur during off-peak periods; however,
standby rates are largely created to mediate the potential damages wrought from an illtimed outage.
Standby Rates
Partial requirements service rates include provisions which address continuing electricity
service for the portion of consumption not generated on-site in addition to providing
service for moments when a generator is offline. Like full requirements rates, partial
services rates can differ substantially from one utility to the next but also have similar
categories of service: supplemental, unscheduled outage (backup), scheduled
maintenance (maintenance) and a capacity reservation charge.
Supplemental Power: Supplemental service provides additional electricity for a
customer whose onsite generation does not meet all of their consumption. Usually this
service is provided under the otherwise applicable rate schedule.
Unscheduled Outage (Backup)Service: This service is taken when a customer’s
system must go offline immediately, usually for safety or maintenance reasons. This
unexpected outage typically places a system’s entire load on the grid. Since there is
usually little to no advanced warning, this service may be taken during peak periods,
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Scheduled Outage (Maintenance) Service: This service is taken when a customer’s
system must go offline for routine maintenance. Since this service is scheduled in
advanced it is almost always taken during off-peak periods so as not to require the utility
to use maximum capacity. Usually a customer must notify the utility between one and
six months from the planned outage.
Capacity (or Reservation) Charge: This is a cost per kW of capacity reserved for
backup or maintenance service. This monthly charge is intended to cover the cost,
operation and maintenance of facilities to serve all customers at maximum loads.
DISCUSSION
TARIFFS – OPPORTUNITIES OR BARRIERS
Tariffs and rates can have a significant impact on CHP economics by affecting the
amount of savings resulting from decreased energy purchases. The basic economic
concept of implementing and operating an on-site CHP system is the tradeoff between
the capital cost and daily operating costs (i.e. equipment O&M, reduced electricity and
thermal energy purchases, additional fuel purchases). Utilities are required to provide
standby power in case a facility’s generation asset goes down suddenly. However, a
major flaw in the design of standby rates is the assumption by the utilities that all DG
systems will fail simultaneously, thus placing the full electric load of all customers onto
the grid. Such a “worst case scenario” rate is based on the obligation of the utility to
meet the combined total demand. This is often met with high cost resources resulting in
high standby rates.
Utilities rarely create electric rates under the assumption that every light switch and
appliance on the grid will be in operation simultaneously. It is overly conservative to
make a similar assumption for DG systems. In fact, a survey of DG systems compiled for
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) found that reciprocating engines sized up to 3
MW and gas turbines sized up to 20 MW have an average availability of 95%. 5 Standby
rates may penalize DG systems for the 5% (or less) a system is inoperable while failing
to reward the other 95% of the time. When multiple DG systems operate on the same
distribution circuit the probability of an unscheduled outage for all systems is lessened
with each additional system.
In 2009 the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published a report identifying the
elements of rate structures that appropriately charge utility customers with DG for the
services they take, without creating economic barriers to DG.” 6 In general, rate designs
that do this include some, if not all, of the following:
•
•
•

Peak demand charges that are not ratcheted (or at most, have a one month
ratchet charge)
Contract demand or reservation charges that are small in relation to the variable
charges for peak demand and energy
Energy based (instead of demand based) charges to collect capacity costs

5

Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc, Distributed Generation Operation Reliability and Availability
Database (January 2004), ES-3.
6
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Atmospheric Programs, Climate Protection Partnerships
Division, Standby Rates for Customer-Sited Resources (Washington D.C., 2009), 2.
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•

Yield a significant retail rate savings per generated kWh over the purchased kWh
rate

The use of peak demand ratchets is one of the more s problematic rate elements for
CHP installations since they lock a customer’s highest monthly demand for a longer set
period of time, from a few months to a year. A yearly ratchet charges customers for
capacity that is used but once per year. This practice significantly impacts those CHP
systems that may go offline for maintenance or emergency reasons. A ratchet demand
charge would include the increased facility demand from the CHP system going offline,
therefore negating a large portion of the financial savings generated with the intent to
reduce the facility’s electric demand from the grid. In this instance, a customer would
essentially pay the same demand charge before and after CHP installation even though
CHP would sharply reduce the average monthly demand. As ORNL has demonstrated
through its research, even the best maintained CHP systems will need to be periodically
shut down.
In addition, large contract demand or reservation charges are also problematic in that
they replace a per kW demand charge with a larger per kW reservation charge. This
impacts the financial savings of on-site CHP operations since the amount of demand in
kW lost will always be equal to the amount of needed reservation capacity.
EPA’s findings in the 2009 report are consistent with the understanding that the
economics of onsite generation are based on reduced electricity purchases. When
energy charges can cover capacity related costs, the reduction in electricity purchases
will be directly commensurate with the reduction in utility bills.
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MODELLING TARIFFS
Using the aforementioned EPA report as a framework, the Midwest CEAC created
computer models used to help analyze the financial effects of standby rates for CHP
sites in the Iowa electric utility service territories of IPL and Mid-American. In order to
model a “typical” CHP system, the CEAC used information provided by the previously
mentioned ORNL survey. This report titled Distribution Generation Operational
Reliability and Availability Dataset, analyzed the operational parameters of many CHP
systems throughout the country. The CEAC chose modeling parameters representative
of a “hypothetical” small-to-medium sized CHP system.
The operational parameters and assumptions modeled include:
•
CHP Generation: 1,600 kW operating 24/7
•
Facility peak summer demand: 3,000 kW
•
Facility peak shoulder demand: 2,500 kW
•
Facility peak winter demand: 2,200 kW
•
A day is divided into 12 hours for both on and off peak pricing
 22 days out of a 30 day month are thusly divided into the 12
hours for on and off peak pricing
 The remaining 8 days are solely considered off peak periods
(representing weekends)
•
System online 98.22% of the year, translating to 8604 hours.
•
System scheduled outage 1.12% of the year, translating to 98 hours.
(roughly 3-4 occurrences per year)
•
System forced outage 0.85% of the year, translating to 74 hours (roughly 2
occurrences per year)
•
All outages, whether scheduled or forced, are presumed to occur in
different months throughout the year.
•
We have modeled a worse case, forced outage during peak summer
demand scenario.
•
All standby demand was modeled at the lowest possible increment allowed
under each utility
The utility rates used for this model are those that are best fitted to such installations. In
general, these rates would apply to smaller industrial or larger commercial facilities. In
addition, some hospitals and community colleges could fit into this category as well. The
appendix contains the utility rates used in the modeling for this report.
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AVOIDED RATE AS EVALUATION MEASURE
The EPA’s concept of avoided rate, described in their 2009 report, was used as the
evaluation benchmark when analyzing the financial impacts of standby rates on DG
systems. The avoided rate compares the cost per kWh on a full requirements tariff to the
avoided cost per kWh on a standby tariff. The avoided cost is a kWh price for the
electricity not purchased due to on-site generation (money not paid to utility / electricity
not purchased = avoided cost per kWh). This concept is important because, ideally, the
reduction in electricity price should be commensurate with the reduction in purchased
electricity. When the avoided rate closely matches the full requirements rate, the user
experiences increased savings.
For example, a hypothetical facility purchases 1,000,000 kWh per year from the utility at
an aggregate cost of 10¢ per kWh for a total cost of $100,000. Say this same facility
installs a CHP system that reduces their need for purchased electricity to 500,000 kWh
per year. In an ideal economic situation the annual bill would be half the normal bill, or
$50,000. Under this ideally constructed scenario the avoided cost from the 500,000 kWh
not purchased would be 10¢ per kWh ($50,000/500,000 kWh = 10¢/kWh). Thus, this
situation would have an avoided rate of 100% the full requirements rate (10¢/kWh /
10¢/kWh = 100%). Unfortunately, an avoided rate of 100% of the full requirements rate
is rare in existing utility rate structures. According to the EPA standby rate study,
avoided costs that are at least 90% of the full service retail rate provide adequate
financial savings for CHP systems and are considered the desired benchmark in this
report’s modeling methodology.
As the models below demonstrate, none of the analyzed Iowa utilities have avoided
rates for standby charges greater than 81%. These rates actively prevent CHP systems
from achieving the desired savings necessary to make projects more economically
viable. Utilities serious about encouraging the implementation of distributed generation
CHP projects need to ensure their avoided rates are 90% and greater, demonstrating
fair standby rates.

UTILITY MODELING RESULTS
MID-AMERICAN ENERGY
Mid-American divides its Iowa service territory into three service areas all conforming to
geographic areas of the state: Eastern, Northern and Southern. Unlike other utilities with
subsidiaries, the three geographic service areas of Mid-American have radically different
tariff structures. Though the tariffs structures are different they all inhibit cost effective
CHP generation by imposing peak demand ratchets and including outage demand
charges in their ratchet structure.
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EASTERN MID-AMERICAN
The eastern subsidiary of Mid-American has the vaguest language in describing its
standby rate. The modeling analysis incorporated Rate No. 42 as the full requirements
rate and Rider No. 8 as the partial service rate. 7 The CEAC found the most significant
barriers to be:
-

75% peak summer demand ratchet (or 50% yearly ratchet, whichever is
greater)
No separate demand rate for maintenance and backup power
Minimum monthly charge is the demand charge and the demand charge
multiplied by 200kWh charged per kWh. 8

Under Rider No 8: Auxiliary and Standby Electric Service a customer can negotiate the
amount of supplemental power needed; demand charges will then be issued
accordingly. However, if actual demand exceeds the contract (negotiated) demand, the
higher of the demands (actual vs. negotiated) will subsequently be used. Since a CHP
system will may go off-line 5 to 6 times per year (includes both scheduled and
unscheduled outages) the additional demand created by maintenance or backup power
will be ratcheted for an entire year. 9 This rate structure not only reduces customer
savings, but inevitably charges a customer similar demand charge as if they had not
implemented a CHP system.
Mid-American East has an avoided rate of 74.71%, far lower than EPA guidelines
stipulate to make projects financially viable.

Mid-American Eastern System
Energy Purchased(kWh)
Portion Backup Energy
Portion Maintenance Energy
Facilities Charge
Demand Charges
Energy Charges
Standby Charges
Alternative Energy Production Rider
Energy Efficiency Cost Recovery
Total Charges
kWh Difference
Monetary Difference
Average rate for purchased power
Average avoided rate

Full
Requirements
16,660,800 kWh

$240.00
$241,232.50
$566,813.50
n/a
$3,665.38
$37,820.02
$849,771.39

Partial
Requirements
3,034,644 kWh
151,536 kWh
46,308 kWh
$240.00
$134,740.00
$188,002.04
n/a
$667.62
$6,888.64
$330,538.30

13,626,156 kWh
$519,233.09
$0.05100

Avoided rate as a percentage of average retail service
rate

$0.10892
$0.03811

74.71%

7

http://www.midamericanenergy.com/include/pdf/rates/elecrates/iaelectric/ia-elec.pdf
http://www.midamericanenergy.com/include/pdf/rates/elecrates/iaelectric/ia-elec.pdf
9
Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc, ES-3.
8
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NORTHERN MID-AMERICAN
Though slightly more favorable than the Eastern system, the Northern subsidiary still
presents formidable barriers to CHP implementation. This model used rates LPN/APN:
Large General Service as the full requirements rate and Rider No. 1 and the CAP
schedule as the partial service rates. The CEAC found the most significant barriers to
be:
-

100% peak ratchet for supplemental power
Backup demand included in supplemental demand ratchet
High standby demand charges

The 100% peak ratchet impacts all tariff rates, including CHP and should be addressed.
Combined with the lack of backup power provisions the situation becomes similar to that
previously discussed in the Eastern Mid-American service territory. In this situation one
unplanned outage could significantly offset the potential savings for an entire year.
The standby demand charge is actually higher than all but two regular rate schedule
demand charges. In other words, some customers might be paying more for their
maintenance demand charge on their new partial requirements rate than they were on
their previous rate. The only rates that charge more for demand are Large General
Service Time-of-Use metering rates which cater towards large industrial facilities.
Mid-American North has an avoided rate of 80.34%, far lower than EPA guidelines
stipulate to make projects financially viable.

Mid-American Northern System
Energy Purchased(kWh)
Portion Backup Energy
Portion Maintenance Energy
Facilities Charge
Demand Charges
Energy Charges
Standby Charges
Alternative Energy Production Rider
Energy Efficiency Cost Recovery
Total Electrical Charges
kWh Difference
Monetary Difference
Average rate for purchased power
Average avoided rate
Avoided rate as a percentage of average retail service
rate
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Full
Requirements
16,660,800 kWh

$2,400.00
$114,840.00
$463,115.86
n/a
$3,665.38
$37,820.02
$621,841.25

Partial
Requirements
3,009,984 kWh
43,296 kWh
129,888 kWh
$2,400.00
$102,820.00
$71,638.42
$28,155.39
$662.20
$6,832.66
$212,508.66

13,650,816 kWh
$409,332.58
$0.03732
n/a

$0.07060
$0.02999

80.34%
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SOUTHERN MID-AMERICAN
The rate structures for the Southern system are most similar to the Northern system.
This model used rate LPS/LPC/APS as the full requirements rate and Rider No. 1 as the
partial requirements rate. The CEAC identified the following barriers in standby rates,
-

Backup demand included in supplemental demand ratchet
Demand based approach to standby charges
6 month notification to schedule maintenance

The backup demand situation in Southern Mid-American is similar to the northern
subsidiary and needs no further explanation. However, the two systems have widely
differing results partly due to the increased full requirements demand costs in the
southern system. These increased costs widen the gap between the average full
requirements rate and the avoided rate making it more difficult for a CHP system to
obtain the 90% avoided rate savings threshold.
The 6 month timeframe for scheduling maintenance power is considered far too long a
period. If repairs are crucial and pressing the only option available for a customer is to
transfer their entire load to the grid much as they would during emergency power use.
The CEAC believes this unfairly burdens a DG site.
Mid-American South has an avoided rate of 80.54%, far lower than EPA guidelines
stipulate to make projects financially viable.

Mid-American Southern System
Energy Purchased(kWh)
Portion Backup Energy
Portion Maintenance Energy
Facilities Charge
Demand Charges
Energy Charges
Standby Charges
Alternative Energy Production Rider
Energy Efficiency Cost Recovery
Total Electrical Charges
kWh Difference
Monetary Difference
Average rate for purchased power
Average avoided rate
Avoided rate as a percentage of average retail service
rate
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Full
Requirements
16,660,800 kWh

$2,400.00
$209,280.00
$465,373.82
n/a
$3,665.38
$37,820.02
$718,539.21

Partial
Requirements
3,072,528 kWh
46,308 kWh
189,420 kWh
$2,400.00
$113,852.00
$101,528.86
$21,100.00
$675.96
$6,974.64
$246,531.45

13,588,272 kWh
$472,007.75
$0.04313
n/a

$0.08024
$0.03474

80.54%
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INTERSTATE POWER AND LIGHT
Similar to Mid-American, Interstate Power and Light’s standby rate poses a significant
financial barrier to distributed generation implementation. The analysis model
incorporates the Electric Large General Service Usage Rate as the full requirements rate
and Rider SSPS as the partial requirements rate.
The Midwest CEAC found the most significant barriers under IPL tariffs to be,
-

5 Year Contract Requirement with a penalty for leaving before a 10 year
period
A 75% peak summer demand ratchet
High reservation and supplemental demand charges
Demand based standby charge

Though the least problematic issue, the 5 year contract and 10 year penalty negatively
impacts CHP facilities by forcing the customer to potentially pay an exit fee if for some
reason the system or business fails. Though many systems stay on-line for at least 10
years some do not and are shut down due to less expensive resources of energy,
mechanical failures, lower than anticipated energy savings, and/or reduced business.
The financial penalty is created as a guaranteed return for the investment into a
customer’s interconnection, however, a more responsible approach would be for the
customer to pay the rest (if any) of the demonstrated cost of the utilities portion of the
interconnect.
The 75% peak demand ratchet means that monthly demand charges for supplemental
power will never be lower than 75% of the highest summer charge. During winter
months when demand is far lower, this ratchet ensures that facilities are still hit with a
large demand charge. Other more favorable rate structures remove the ratchet
provision from supplemental power.
The CEAC found that contract reservation and supplemental demand charges are high
in relation to the otherwise applicable rate charges. Our analysis model found that
standby demand charges (including reservation charges) only decreased 36% in the
summer and 24% in the winter when a facility reduced its energy consumption by 64%
(i.e. generated 64% of peak load). The best rates are those that closely match the
percentage decrease in peak load.
IPL’s standby rate is primarily comprised of demand charges that energy consumption
charges. In the summer, demand charges make up roughly 69% of the rate whereas in
the winter they make up as much as 78%. Since CHP savings are generated through
decreased electricity purchases, these high demand charges make it more difficult for a
CHP system to break even on savings. A fairer system involves charging primarily for
the energy consumed even if that energy is priced at a premium.
Interstate Power and Light has an avoided rate of 79.78%, far lower than EPA
guidelines stipulate to make projects financially viable.
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Interstate Power & Light System
Energy Purchased(kWh)
Portion Backup Energy
Portion Maintenance Energy
Facilities Charge
Demand Charges
Energy Charges
Standby Charges
Energy Efficiency Cost Recovery
Energy Adjustment Clause (2010)
Total Electrical Charges
kWh Difference
Monetary Difference
Average rate for purchased power
Average avoided rate
Avoided rate as a percentage of average retail service
rate
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Full
Requirements
16,660,800 kWh

$213.60
$431,530.50
$216,474.34
N/A
$415,475.28
$413,637.68
$1,477,331.40

Partial
Requirements
3,026,220 kWh
0 kWh
189,420 kWh
$1,020.00
$196,171.50
$46,685.66
$115,738.06
$78,103.74
$75,131.96
$512,850.92

13,634,580 kWh
$964,480.48
$0.089

$0.169
$0.071

79.78%
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CONCLUSION
All of the Iowa investor owned utilities analyzed in this document have less than
favorable avoided rates for self-generation customers. The results of the tariff and onsite generation modeling performed by the Midwest CEAC are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Eastern Mid-American:
Northern Mid-American:
Southern Mid-American:
Iowa Power & Light:

74.71%
80.34%
80.54%
79.78%

Avoided costs that are below 90% of the full service retail rate percentage provide
inadequate financial savings. One of the largest structural culprits to self-generating
customers that contribute to the low avoided rate scores is demand ratcheting, which is
apparent throughout all of IPL’s and Mid-American’s rate tariffs.
Another reason for these standby rates being unfavorable is their proportionate reliance
on demand based charges (which are ratcheted) instead of energy charges. Under the
Mid-American South tariffs even though our model reduced electrical purchases by 82%
the yearly bill only decreased by 65%. This is a direct result of the heavy use of demand
charges instead of more energy specific charges; under their full requirements rates
demand charges comprise 30% of a yearly bill whereas they comprise upwards of 50%
for a partial service customer. This is common for all Mid-American systems. Explaining
these disproportionate figures can be tied to the yearly ratchets implemented by the
utilities. If the Iowa utilities modeled in this report were to remove their yearly ratchets for
self-generating customers, economic savings would be greatly increased and would
therefore help make Iowa a more attractive market for the implementation of CHP and
other on-site DG technologies.
Why should a DG system pay both supplemental demand and reservation demand
charges when they cover essentially the same demand load? Utilities typically argue that
the increased standby charges issued through ratchets are intended to cover the costs
of maintaining the energy capacity necessary in the case of a system failure. However,
as is witnessed throughout the U.S., rates can be created in a way that safeguards
distribution grids while creating savings for well running DG systems. The EPA CHP
Partnership found in their report that Portland General Electric’s Rate 75 (partial
requirements) and Rate 89 (full requirements) both demonstrate ideal examples of rate
construction that can aid in CHP implementation.
Combined heat and power technologies have the ability to offer more efficient, cleaner
and potentially safer energy. The benefits are vast and positively affect both rate payers
and utilities alike. While more top down policy approaches are useful to increase CHP
implementation, unreasonable utility rates can create barriers that make even the most
technically sensible projects difficult to make sense financially.
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APPENDIX A: Tariffs
A.1: Mid American East
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A.2: Mid-American North
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